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I. INTRODUCTION
Studies show that software maintenance can take up to 85%-90% of the total cost of a software product [11, 12] . The most time-consuming task during maintenance is program comprehension, and developers spend about 50% of their time for comprehending the code to be maintained [27] . Despite several studies [27] demonstrating the utility of code comments in comprehension, a few software projects document their code that reduces the future maintenance costs [29] . Selfdocumentation of the code (e.g., descriptive identifier names) might also occasionally lead to long identifier names which reduce the readability of the code [16] . Thus, one way to help the developers comprehend the code is to automatically generate meaningful code comments that explain the intent of the code, and there exist several techniques for this [18, 29, 30, 32] . However, for gaining a deeper understanding of the code beyond its functionality, the developers may find neither the simple code comments (manually written or auto-generated) nor the descriptive identifier names sufficient enough.
Existing techniques generate comments for different granularities of code such as method [18, 29] , code segment [30, 32] , and API method call [31] . Sridhara et al. [29] propose a technique that generates the leading comment for a Java method by analyzing both method signature and identifier names used in the method body. Wong et al. [32] propose another code comment generation technique that mines developer's description of the posted code in Q & A site answer as the comment for a similar code fragment. Code comments generated by existing approaches describe what the code does. However, there are other important aspects of the code such as its quality (e.g., maintainability) or issues (e.g., bugs), which are ignored by earlier approaches. In order to reach an actionable understanding (i.e., for code reuse or change task), one needs to further analyze the code which is often a non-trivial task especially for the novice developers. Code comments that provide insight into the quality, issues or scopes for further improvement of the source code are likely to help the developers in this regard.
In this study, we propose an approach that exploits available information on Stack Overflow to provide such additional comments. In Stack Overflow, a posted code example (e.g., Fig. 1 ) is often followed by a series of conversations (e.g., Fig. 2 ) among the participants. Such discussion often contains useful insight that can aid a developer in analyzing a piece of code of interest. For instance, the code example in Fig. 1 is posted on Stack Overflow as an answer to the question-"Android: How to show soft keyboard automatically when focus is on an EditText?" The code example suggests an AlertDialog-based technique for showing the keyboard. The answer is widely viewed (i.e., 131,000 views), recognized by the community (i.e., score: 175), and accepted as the solution by the person who initially posted the question. The community also posts a number of concerns, tips and observations about the code in the form of comments. Apparently, one could think of these comments as the assertions based on entirely subjective viewpoints. However, such comments are constantly reviewed by other members from the community. More importantly, the Linus's law about software bugs-"Given enough eyeballs, all bugs are shallow 1 " also perfectly applies to Stack Overflow. Thus, such a discussion often lends itself to a high quality analysis of the posted code. For example, the seventh comment (i.e., marked in green, DC 4 , Fig. 2 ) in the discussion suggests an important troubleshooting tip associated with the posted code ( Fig. 1) which is recognized by at least 23 other members from the community. Similarly, the eleventh comment (i.e., marked in green, DC 5 , Fig. 2 ) points out an interesting concern about the code for a use case scenario, which is up-voted by at least ten other members. Such insightful information might be invaluable in the static analysis targeting bug fixation or other maintenance of a similar code segment (e.g., Listing 1) from any software Fig. 1 project (e.g., openmidaas-android-app). Unfortunately, neither manually written comments by developers nor autogenerated comments provide such information.
An automated technique for mining code comments from such resource faces a major challenge. The discussion often contains a number of trivial comments (e.g., marked in red in Fig. 2 ). The challenge is to automatically separate the useful comments (e.g., marked in green in Fig. 2 ) from the trivial ones, where the useful comments provide insights on the quality (e.g., maintainability) or issues of the code. Our research attempts to overcome that challenge, mines insightful comments from Stack Overflow discussions, and recommends them as code comments for a given code segment.
In this paper, we propose a heuristic-based technique for mining insightful comments (i.e., discussing issues, concerns or tips) from Stack Overflow for a code segment to be comprehended or analyzed. We first perform an exploratory study that analyzes Stack Overflow discussions, and explores the potentials of Stack Overflow for such insightful comment recommendation. Based on our findings from that study, we (1) collect five heuristics-popularity, relevance, comment rank, word count and sentiment (i.e., polarity) associated with each of the posted comments for an Stack Overflow code example, (2) combine their heuristics carefully for ranking, and (3) then identify the top ranked comments as the insightful comments. In contrast with Wong et al. [32] , that uses the description attached to Stack Overflow code segment as comment, we explore the possibility of using follow-up discussions on Stack Overflow for insightful code comment recommendation.
An exploratory study using 9,016 questions, their accepted answers and 706 popular discussion comments from Stack Overflow shows that about 22% of the comments are useful. They contain meaningful insights on quality, issues and scopes for further improvement of the posted code which can be leveraged for automatic code comment recommendation. We evaluate our technique in two ways. Experiments using 292 Stack Overflow code segments from Android, Java and C# domains and 5,039 discussion comments show that our mining technique has a promising recall of 85.42% on average. The user study involving professional developers with 85 open source code segments show that about 80% of the recommended comments by our approach for those segments are found to be accurate, precise and useful by the participants. Thus, we make the following contributions:
• We conduct an exploratory study that demonstrates the potential of Stack Overflow for insightful code comment recommendation.
• We propose a heuristic-based technique for mining insightful code comments (i.e., discussing issues, concerns, tips) from Stack Overflow for a code segment of interest.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Topic Modeling
Topic modeling is a statistical modeling technique that retrieves underlying topic-structures of a given text corpus without the need for tags, training data or predefined taxonomies [6, 7] . It uses word frequencies and co-occurrence frequencies in the documents to develop a model of related words. Topic modeling has been successfully used in information retrieval, software engineering and even in computer vision [5] . In software engineering, it is frequently used for topic analysis of the discussions (e.g., mailing list) among developers [6, 10, 13] , software evolution analysis [9, 14] , bug topic analysis [17] , and even for developers' expertise analysis. In this paper, we use topic modeling in order to explore API topic-structures in different Stack Overflow code examples. We use the topic modeling technique-Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [7] for our study. LDA is a statistical topic model which considers a document as a mixture of the retrieved topics, and considers a topic as a set of co-occurring words throughout different documents within the corpus.
B. PageRank Algorithm
PageRank algorithm by Lawrence Page and Sergey Brin is an efficient approach for ranking a list of web pages that are inter-linked with one another [8] . It is also widely used in other fields of research such as web spam detection, text mining, text summarization, word sense disambiguation, and natural language processing [4] . The algorithm treats a hyper link in a web page to another website as a vote cast for that site, and it analyzes both incoming links and outgoing links of the page for the ranking. If the web page is highly hyper-linked (i.e., recommended) by other popular pages, it is also considered as a popular page, and vice versa. Thus, the PageRank score of the web page can be calculated as follows:
P R(A) represents the PageRank of page A, P R(T i ) represents the PageRank of pages T i that link to page A, d refers to damping factor 2 that has a value between zero and one, and C(T i ) is the number of outbound links on page T i .
In this research, we adapt this algorithm for interaction network of Stack Overflow comments posted for a code example, where each node denotes a comment and each edge denotes interaction between two comments. We exploit user reference relationship (e.g., user tidbeck refers to user Stephen in the fourth comment at Fig. 2 ) and posting sequence of comments (e.g., DC1 → DC2 → DC3 at Fig. 2 ) for developing the comment interaction network.
III. EXPLORATORY STUDY
One of the primary goals of this research is to find out whether Stack Overflow discussions (i.e., crowdsourced knowledge) are a meaningful source for insightful comments about code, and whether such discussions can be recommended as code comments. We thus manually analyze 706 comments from Stack Overflow discussions in this exploratory study. We then analyze the Stack Overflow code examples that encourage those discussions. Fig. 3 shows the schematic 2 The probability of jumping from one page to another by a visitor 
A. Data Collection
We collect a total of 706 comments from the discussions of 282 accepted Stack Overflow answers from three domainsJava, Android and C# using Stack Exchange Data API 3 . Since we manually analyze the comments for meaningful information, we choose each of them under certain restrictions-(1) the Stack Overflow answer for which the comment is posted should contain at least ten lines of code, in order to ensure that the answer is mostly about programming, and (2) each chosen comment should be voted by at least five Stack Overflow users, in order to avoid less important comments. It should be noted that Stack Overflow contains millions of comments, and manually analyzing them all is impractical. We thus collect a popular and non-trivial subset of 706 comments from a total of 5,039 comments from 282 Stack Overflow answers, and Table I shows the dataset for our manual analysis.
We also collect a set of 9,016 Stack Overflow questions and their accepted answers (Table II) for the study from the three domains. We extract code segments from the natural language text of answers using Jsoup, a popular HTML parser. Given that we are interested to analyze such code segments that encourage follow-up discussions, we chose the questions and their accepted answers under certain restrictions-(1) each of the questions must be viewed at least 500 times to ensure that the question is widely viewed by the community, (2) the answer must contain one or more code segments as a part of the solution, where each segment contains at least three lines of code, and (3) the answer must have at least ten comments by users. In Stack Overflow, code segments are generally posted using <code> tags [25] , and we extract the inner text of those tags as code segments. We also automatically check the code segments using several heuristics, and discard 6%-13% segments as false positives from each domain, that leaves us with a total of 8,190 segments. False positives mainly occur due to wrong content (i.e., other than code) inside those tags.
B. Answering Exp-RQ 1 : Analysis of Discussion Comments
To answer Exp-RQ 1 , we analyze 706 discussion comments that are extracted during the data collection step (Section III-A). In Stack Overflow, each discussion for an answer takes the form of a series of comments by the users, where the comments mostly focus on the posted code segments in the answer. We analyze such review comments manually, and determine if they contain any meaningful information that might assist in the comprehension or other maintenance activities such as bug fixation or further quality improvement of a code segment of interest. Our manual analysis is divided into the following sections:
1) Classification of Comments:
We manually analyze 706 chosen discussion comments and their corresponding code segments, answers and questions, where we attempt to determine the intent behind the comments. We particularly identify if the comments contain any mention of possible bugs (i.e., does not work for certain cases) or limitations (e.g., lack of portability, readability or security) that the code might face or if they contain any useful tips for improving the code. In Stack Overflow, users from different levels of expertise take part in the discussions, and such comments are often posted by them based on their work experience. Thus, the posted information is likely to assist one in troubleshooting or reusing that code. We identified several intents behind those comments, and categorize them into seven categories as follows:
Clarification Question (C 1 ): There exist several comments that request for more information or for confirmation about certain observations on the posted code, and finish with question marks. We categorize them as clarification questions. For example, in Stack Overflow, the comment (ID: 6213963):
"Don't you miss a return when drawableMap contains the image ... without starting the fetchingthread?" is posted against a code segment that loads images in Android ListView. The comment identifies an important concern and requests for feedback.
Code Documentation (C 2 ): The comments that explain how a posted code segment works are categorized as code documentations. We note that some of the discussion comments can also act as a documentation for the code segment which the discussion follows. For example, the comment (ID: 7867648):
"... look into how Intents work to understand this. It'll basically open an email application with the recipient, subject, and body already filled out. It's up to the email app to do the sending." is posted by the answerer to explain a code segment that uses Intent for sending email from an Android application.
Given that a number of users with varying expertise view a posted answer and especially the code segments posted within it, their observations or suggestions on the code are worth noticing. Sometimes, those comments discuss useful tips (e.g., workaround for certain issues) for the code or complementary information for further analysis and improvement of the code. For example, in Stack Overflow, the comment (ID: 11919416):
"... as you do the mReceiver.setReceiver(null); in the onPause method, you should do the mReceiver.setReceiver(this); in the onResume method. Else you might not receive the events if your activity is resumed without being re-created."
is posted against the code segments that handle REST API calls within an Android application, and the comment provides a useful tip for further improvement of the code. Bug, Concern & Limitation (C 4 ): The Linus's law regarding software bugs also applies for the code segments posted on Stack Overflow. Given that a large crowd of technical users is involved in viewing and reviewing the posted answers or their code, different aspects of a code segment are explored and the discussion often points out possible bugs, errors, warnings or important concerns associated with the code. Such information is of utmost importance to other users (e.g., developers) troubleshooting or analyzing that code. For example, one user posted the comment (ID: 10747399):
"This code does not work properly. Some '0' characters becomes missing in the generated string. I don't know why, but that's the case."
after reviewing an Android code segment that encrypts a string, and the comment clearly reports a bug within the code. Strength Statement (C 5 ): These comments generally contain praising words about the posted code, its elegance or strength, and how it does help others in their works. For example, this comment (ID: 149203):
"Best damn piece of code I have seen :), Just solved a million problems in my project :)"
is posted for a code segment that deals with dynamic LINQ and IEnumerable in C#. These comments also often contain trivial thank statements. Miscellaneous (C 6 ): There exist comments whose intentions cannot be easily explained. They do not fall into any of the above categories. We call them miscellaneous comments. During our analysis, we found a major part of the discussion comments belong to this genre. For example, the comment (ID: 2903068):
"You should really cite your references. This algorithm was invented by Robert Floyd in the '60s, It's known as Floyd's cycle-finding algorithm, aka. The Tortoise and Hare Algorithm."
is posted against a code segment that partially implements Floyd's cycle-finding algorithm for detecting loops in linked list. The comment emphasizes on the citation of the algorithm used in the code. Other miscellaneous comments express users' frustration about particular technology or programming language, social humour and technology history. Non-informative Comments (C 7 ): During manual analysis, we also note that a significant part of our chosen comments is not related to code although the answers contain code segments. In Stack Overflow, users sometimes post code segments in order to answer different conceptual questions where source code might not be an essential part. In such cases, the followup discussion might focus on the overall answer rather than the code segments. We discard such comments from our further analysis, and categorize them as non-informative comments.
2) Statistics for Comment Classes: We manually label each of the 706 comments into seven categories, which are later used as the gold comments [2] for evaluation (Section V). Fig. 4 shows the fraction of different categories of popular discussion comments that follow the code segments or programming answers from the three domains-Java, Android and C#. We are particularly interested about these two categoriesbugs (C 4 ) and tips (C 3 ) as they contain non-trivial information and the users making such comments are likely to possess a certain level of expertise on the posted code. We observe that each of the programming domains contains a significant amount of such comments which is promising. For example, 20% of C# comments and 14% for Java comments belong to these categories. On the other hand, Android has the maximum of 34% comments that contain identified bugs and improvement or troubleshooting tips for the posted code. One possible explanation could be that Android is relatively less mature than the other two platforms, and thus, it encourages more discussions about bugs and further improvement. Such findings actually underpin our intuition about Stack Overflow discussion comments. Although the comment classification is a bit subjective (i.e., might face reproducibility issue), and the dataset analyzed is not large, the findings are still convincing enough to demonstrate that Stack Overflow comments are a potential source for insightful information about the code.
Our analysis in Exp-RQ 1 shows that a significant fraction of the comments posted on Stack Overflow contain useful (i.e., insightful) information, and such comments are likely to aid different software maintenance activities such as bug fixation or code quality improvement.
C. Answering Exp-RQ 2 : Automated API Analysis
Since our manual analysis suggests that Stack Overflow discussions contain meaningful information for software maintenance tasks, we are interested to investigate the program artifacts in the answers that mostly encourage those discussions. To answer Exp-RQ 2 , in this section, we analyze the code segments from Stack Overflow answer texts using topic modeling, and perform cross-domain topic-agreement analysis among three domains-Java, Android and C#. Our semiautomated analysis has the following steps: 1) Preprocessing:
In this step, we analyze each of the code segments from the texts of 9,016 Stack Overflow answers (Table II) , where we extract different API elements (e.g., class name, method name) from the code. We decompose dotted tokens (e.g., java.util.HashMap) into individual tokens, and exploit camel-case notations for extracting the API elements. It should be noted that we do not include the frequent programming keywords (e.g., if,for) or punctuation tokens (e.g., ([?;) in the list. Thus, the API corpus of each of the three programming domains contains a list of files containing API class and method names used in the corresponding accepted answers from that domain.
2) Performing Topic Modeling: In order to identify API topic trends in the code segments from each programming domain, we perform topic modeling on the corresponding API corpus. We make use of Mallet [19] , an LDA-based popular topic modeling tool, for the task. We extract a maximum of 150 API topics given that a large number for topics, K, helps identify specified or recognizable topics [9] . We thus chose the hyper parameters-α, β for the model carefully. We consider a symmetric version of α, probability distribution of topics over the corpus, where all topic distributions sum to one and each distribution equals to 1/K. A lower value of α indicates that the model assumes that each document in the corpus focuses on a few number of topics (i.e., one or two) [7] . We also chose a lower value of 0.006 for β, distribution of topics over words from the corpus. A lower value of β indicates that the model assumes that each of the topics can be represented using a few words [6, 7] . In our case, the tool automatically optimizes the topic words, and each of the 150 topics is represented using only six words. We extract such 150 API topics for each of the three programming domains under study.
3) Cross-domain API Topic Analysis: Once topics are extracted, we filter out the topics with a β value less than our adopted threshold (i.e., 0.006) which leaves us with 26 Java API topics, 43 Android API topics, and 44 C# API topics. We consider the top five API topics for each of the documents in the corpus, determine topic-document-frequency, and sort the topics according to their frequencies. Due to space limitation, the ranked topics are available for download elsewhere 4 . We then investigate if there exists any regular pattern among the topics from different domains. We first assign a label to each of the topics by analyzing the API names and occasionally the associated code examples [14] . We interestingly notice that several topic labels across the domains are semantically related, and we thus group them into a single category. Finally, we found five such categories-(1) (5) Integer. We found that among those five categories, Collections and I/O APIs are commonly used in the code segments across all three domains that encourage follow-up discussions. The other two API categories associated with string operations, date and time are dominant in Java and C# domains but not in Android domain. We also found that the API for parsing integer numbers is dominant in the code segments that attract discussions especially in Java and Android domains. Such findings are particularly important since they partially explain the characteristics of the artifact (i.e., API) that might trigger the discussions of our interest at Stack Overflow. Besides, they might benefit API-specific comment mining techniques towards improved API documentation.
Our analysis in Exp-RQ 2 shows that several APIs are used in the code segments that encourage follow-up discussions at Stack Overflow. However, five of them are not only frequent but also common across the three domains under study.
IV. CODEINSIGHT: MINING INSIGHTFUL CODE
COMMENTS FOR SOURCE CODE Fig. 5 shows the schematic diagram of our proposed technique for mining insightful comments from Stack Overflow for a given code segment. The exploratory study (Section III-B) analyzes potential of discussion comments from Stack Overflow, and suggests a classification for them that helps us focus on certain comment categories. Since we are interested about the insightful code comments discussing bugs or improvement tips for code, a technique is required for automatically mining the discussion comments of corresponding categories-C 4 (i.e., bugs) and C 3 (i.e., tips). We discard insignificant (i.e., nonpopular) comments from the discussion using vote count threshold (Step 3, Fig. 5 ), apply a set of five heuristics for ranking, and then extract the top-ranked comments (Step 4, 5). Finally, we refine the extracted comments using natural language processing tools (Step 6) so that they can be recommended as the code comments for a similar code segment (Step 7, 8, 9) to be analyzed for maintenance.
A. Proposed Heuristics
Since our preliminary investigation shows that the type of comments (e.g., bugs (C4)) generally does not correlate with its linguistic characteristics such as sentence count or readability, we carefully choose and apply a list of five heuristics for mining the important comments. While popularity and relevance of a candidate comment with respect to the posted code are important aspects, we also heuristically capture comment size, impact of that comment in the discussion and the sentiment (e.g., positive or negative) expressed in the comment texts for identifying insightful comments as follows:
Popularity (P): In Stack Overflow, comments in the followup discussion for a posted answer are often subjectively evaluated by other users. If a comment adds something useful to the answer, it gets up-votes, otherwise, it is marked as a trivial or non-productive comment. In our research, we consider popularity of comment as a heuristic for comment ranking, and we use up-vote count as an estimate of its popularity within the discussion.
Word Count (WC): During manual analysis, we note that follow-up discussions in Stack Overflow might contain several comments that are too short to contain any meaningful information. For example, the showcase discussion (Fig. 2 ) contain three such comments marked in red. We thus consider word count as a heuristic for comment ranking, and discard such trivial comments during ranking.
Relevance (R): In a follow-up discussion, there might be several comments which either apply to several code segments or do not refer to any of the code segments at all from the posted answer. These comments are not suitable for our purpose, and thus we consider relevance of comment as another important heuristic for comment ranking. In the discussion comments, Stack Overflow users often refer to different code elements such as class names, method names or package names or different programming concepts (e.g., list, sorting) from the posted code segments of an answer. Thus lexical similarity between the code and a candidate comment is a potential estimate for relevance of that comment to the code. We use cosine similarity measure for determining the lexical similarity [25] , where we apply different preprocessing (e.g., stop word and punctuation removal, word splitting) both on the code segments and the comments. It should be noted that we avoid stemming for both items due to their heterogeneous nature (e.g., code and natural language) of textual content.
Comment Rank (CR): In the discussion comments, Stack Overflow users sometimes refer to other users participating in the discussion using "@user" notation. For instance, in showcase example (Fig. 2) , user tidbeck refers to user Stephen using word-@Stephen at the beginning of the fifth (i.e., DC 3 ) comment. Such reference indicates that not only this comment is a response to the previous comment (i.e., first comment, DC 1 ) posted by Stephen but also the previous comment is a stimulus for the discussion. We identify such stimulating and stimulated comments in the discussion, and develop a comment interaction network. We also use the sequence Fig. 6 . Comment interaction network in Fig. 2 of comments based on their comment id in developing the interaction network, and in this case, the baseline heuristic is that a comment not only does get influenced by the immediate previous comment in the conversation but also it influences the following comment. For example, Fig. 6 shows the interaction network for the comments (i.e., filtered by vote count) in Fig.  2 , where each node refers to a distinct comment (i.e., labeled with comment ID) and each edge denotes an interaction between the two comments. We apply PageRank algorithm (Section II-B) on this network to recursively calculate the score for each node by analyzing not only its connectivity in the network but also the scores of the connected nodes. The algorithm runs until the scores for each of the nodes converge, and such a score can be considered as an estimate of relative importance of a node in the network. We consider that score as comment rank (i.e., analogous to page rank for web pages [8] ), and apply it as a heuristic for comment ranking.
Sentiment (S):
From the exploratory study (Section III-B), we notice that discussion comments that point out possible bugs and warnings (C 4 ) or troubleshooting tips (C 3 ) for the posted code are often associated with negative emotions such as frustration, annoyance and disappointment. On the other hand, comments that contain appreciation about the posted code emit positive emotions such as gratitude or thankfulness. Since we are interested in mining the comments containing bugs, concerns and tips for improving the code, sentiment expressed in the comment texts is a potential heuristic for separating them from rest of the comments in the discussion [21] . We use a state-of-the-art sentiment analysis toolStanford Sentiment Analyzer [28] for determining sentiment of each of the comments. The tool returns a sentiment score on the scale from "0" (i.e., very negative) to "4" (i.e., very positive) for a sentence, and we adapt the scale so that it ranges from "-2" (i.e., very negative) to "+2" (i.e., very positive) and "0" denotes neutral sentiment. We parse each of the sentences from a candidate comment, sum up their sentiment scores, and then use it for the ranking of the discussion comments.
B. Heuristic-based Comment Ranking & Selection
Once the discussion comments are collected from Stack Overflow, less important (i.e., non-popular) comments are filtered out. In particular, we solve the above problem by considering only such comments which have scored at least one up-vote to date and discarding the rest from further analysis. This filtering step helps us move on with a moderate list containing relatively popular and relatively important comments. We then collect each of the five heuristics-popularity, relevance, comment rank, word count and sentiment for those comments, and develop separate ranked lists for each of the heuristics. It should be noted that the discussion comments are ranked in ascending order for sentiment heuristic (i.e., negative sentiment associates with bugs) whereas they are ranked in the opposite order for the rest four heuristics.
Since each individual heuristic captures a distinct aspect of salience for the comments, top comments in each of those five rankings are potential candidates for final selection. We choose top five comments from each ranking, and determine the frequency for each of the comments in those top ranks (adapted from Holmes and Murphy [15] ). We then choose the top K = 3 comments based on their frequencies as the insightful comments. Such ranking and selection of comments ensure that the extracted comments are not only popular among the users but also non-trivial, stimulating for discussion and relevant to the posted code. More interestingly, they point out important issues or concerns in the code in terms of negative sentiment. For example, our heuristic algorithm extracts DC 4 , DC 5 and DC 1 from the discussion in Fig. 2 as the insightful comments, where the first comment, DC 4 , provides an important tip for troubleshooting, and the second one, DC 5 , reports an important concern about the posted code.
C. Comment Text Refinement
Discussion comments from Stack Overflow often contain personal pronouns (e.g., "I", "you", etc.) and possessive pronouns (e.g., "mine", "yours", etc.). As suggested by existing studies [32] , such words contribute no value in a comment for code, and we thus replace them with more objective words. For example, the comment-"You should not use the IV like this. For a given two messages, they should not have been encrypted with the same Key and same IV" is transformed into "One should not use the IV like this. For a given two messages, they should not have been encrypted with the same Key and same IV". We use Stanford CoreNLP POS tagging [28] for identifying such pronouns, and replace them selectively in order to make the comments formal. We also remove user reference information (e.g., @Stephen), replace numbers (e.g., "3") with numerical words (e.g., "three"), and transform the spoken words (e.g., "can't", "doesn't") into formal words (e.g., "can not","does not") to make the comments useful.
V. EVALUATION OF CODEINSIGHT
We conduct two experiments-an empirical study and a user study for evaluating our proposed technique for insightful code comment generation from Stack Overflow for a given code segment. The goal is to evaluate both the performance of the comment ranking algorithm and the quality of the recommended comments [32] . We thus attempt to answer the following three research questions using those experiments:
• RQ1: How effective the proposed technique is in retrieving the comments that discuss bugs, concerns and tips for improvement in the posted code? • RQ2: Are the recommended comments accurate, precise and concise in describing the potential issues or troubleshooting tips for the target code segment? • RQ3: Are the recommended comments useful for static analysis involving maintenance of the target code?
A. Evaluation of Comment Ranking Algorithm
In the first experiment, we evaluate our ranking algorithm that ranks a list of discussion comments from Stack Overflow based on the proposed heuristics (Section IV-A), and recommends the three most insightful comments for a code segment to be analyzed or comprehended. We use 5,039 discussion comments targeting 292 code segments, and 706 gold comments (i.e., manually labeled) (Table I ) from three popular domains-Java, Android and C# for this experiment. Qualitative analysis on the gold comments [2] can be found in Section III-B. Our algorithm successfully retrieves 130 out of 149 comments (C 3 and C 4 ) discussing bugs, warnings and tips about the posted code from the total of 5,039 Stack Overflow comments. We use two performance metrics-recall and mean reciprocal rank (MRR) for the evaluation. Recall denotes the fraction of the gold comments that is retrieved by a technique whereas reciprocal rank refers to the multiplicative inverse of the first relevant item's position in the ranked list. Mean reciprocal rank averages such measure for all trials. It should be noted that precision is not calculated as a performance metric since we recommend only three comments at once.
From Table III , we note how each of the five heuristicspopularity, relevance, comment rank, word count and sentiment contributes to the final ranking and selection of the discussion comments. We incrementally add different heuristics to the ranking algorithm, and analyze their performance for avoiding any potential suboptimal set of heuristics. We note that popularity heuristic dominates others to a large extent, and this occurs probably due to our design choice for the dataset. We exploit mass evaluation for the comments by a large technical crowd in order to avoid subjective bias, and chose a popular (i.e., up-voted) subset of all comments for manual analysis (Section III-B) and experiment. Although the popularity heuristic performs considerably well in mining important tips (i.e., recall 81.71%), it does not perform equally (i.e., recall 74.53%) for bugs and warnings. We thus add more heuristics gradually, and achieved a global maximum in terms of recall for both comment types when all five heuristics are combined. It should be noted that mean reciprocal ranks do not show similar behaviour, and they mostly remain comparable. In short, our comment ranking algorithm retrieves C 3 comments (e.g., tips) and C 4 comments (e.g., issues or concerns) with a promising recall of 85.42% on average. Although the dataset (i.e., 5K comments) used is not large, the findings clearly demonstrate the potential of our ranking technique. Such findings also answer our first research question, RQ 1 .
B. Evaluation of Recommended Comments: A User Study
Although the empirical evaluation clearly shows the high potential of our proposed technique, we also wanted to see whether the developers do like the technique and find the recommended comments useful. This leads to our second evaluation, and we conducted a user study involving four professional developers as well. In collaborative software development, software developers often comprehend or analyze the code written by peers in the form of code reviews or code reuse. We attempt to determine if the professional developers, i.e., study participants, find our recommended comments accurate, precise, concise or useful for analyzing the code segments that are similar to Stack Overflow code segments but are taken from open source projects [32] .
Dataset Preparation for User Study: We conduct a case study with 82 open source projects for collecting dataset for the user study. Our exploratory study (Section III-B) and empirical evaluation (Section V-A) involve 292 Stack Overflow code segments, and in this case, we locate similar segments in open source projects. We exploit GitHub code search for finding similar code since it is a preferable choice for our task. GitHub hosts a large collection of open source projects, and its code search feature extracts results from hundreds of projects. Thus, it has a greater chance of retrieving the code segments of interest, and existing studies [24] also show such findings. We also found that code search using appropriate keywords followed by a careful manual analysis of the top results can actually locate the code segments of interest.
We perform an exhaustive search using GitHub search, and locate 85 code segments similar to Stack Overflow code In our user study, we involve four professional developers from two reputed software development companies specialized in web technology and mobile applications with 5-10 years of experience. The developers have professional experience on each of the three programming domains that ranges from 1 to 2.5 years for standard Java, 1.5-5 years for Android and 1.5-3.5 years for C#. Such experience makes them suitable candidates for our study.
Study Setup: In the study, each of the participants worked with 20 code segments (i.e., 5 for Java, 10 for Android and 5 for C#) and spent about 2 hours on average. The code segments are randomly chosen from the collection of 85 open source code segments. We provide top three comments by our technique for each of those code segments (along with their technical problem context), and ask the participants to evaluate those comments. The goal is to determine if such comments can provide any meaningful information beyond simple explanation, i.e., can provide insights about quality, issues or tips for further improvement of the code. We ask each of the participants to report their responses about the quality of the comments in terms of accuracy, preciseness, conciseness and usefulness using a five-point Likert scale. We collect 80 responses against those four quality aspects from each of the participants, and this provides a total of 320 data points for evaluation. Thus, we collect sufficient data points, and also partially handle the threat involving small number of participants. However, adding more participants and using more data points would surely further strengthen the findings.
Study Results & Discussions: Table IV summarizes our findings from the user study. We note that each of the participants found most of the recommended comments accurate, precise, concise and useful from each of the three domains. In particular, around 83% of the comments for Java and C# code segments are found salient whereas that statistic is 73.13% for Android code segments. We also note that around 7%-14% of the comments are marked as irrelevant or non-informative whereas the participants remained undecided for 7%-12% of the comments for different domains. We thus collect observations and suggestions from each of the participants, and attempt to better explain such findings. First, they encountered a few comments which hint about certain issues in the code, but they were expecting more details (i.e., not precise). Second, one of the participants encountered three comments that refer to certain identifier names which were not in the code segment (i.e., identifiers changed before posting). Thus, the participant found those comments inaccurate. Third, according to another participant, there were one comment that poses silly arguments which are not helpful for program analysis (i.e., not useful). In order to address such subtle issues with Stack Overflow comments, more sophisticated filtration is a possible choice which we consider as a future work.
Thus, according to our conducted user study, above 80% of the recommended comments are found accurate and precise and about 79% of them are found concise and useful by the participants. This clearly answers RQ 2 and RQ 3 , and suggests high quality of the recommended comments.
VI. THREATS TO VALIDITY
We identify the following threats to the validity of our study. First, the dataset (especially discussion comments) used for empirical evaluation (Section V-A) is limited which someone could consider as a threat. However, such data are carefully extracted from a larger dataset based on certain well-defined restrictions (Section III-A). The goal is to analyze discussion comments associated with code segments, and thus, we discard a major fraction of Stack Overflow comments that are not associated with the code, i.e., accepted answer does not contain a code example. Besides, we had to manually analyze those comments in the exploratory study, and analyzing a large amount of comments is impractical. Thus, the dataset might be sufficient enough to validate our findings.
Second, we only involved four professional developers in the user study. While more participants could have been useful, we should note that the empirical evaluation clearly shows the high potential of the proposed technique and that additional observations with the professional developers only confirm the quality of the recommended comments.
Third, we note that Stack Overflow users often use code segments from open source projects as a part of the posted solutions. However, code segments from legacy or proprietary projects might not be shared at Stack Overflow. Thus, our technique may fall short in recommending comments for the code segments from such projects. However, our findings clearly demonstrate its potential for open source projects.
VII. RELATED WORK
A number of studies from the literature generate comments for different granularities of code such as method [18, 29, 30] , class [20] , code segment [30, 32, 33] , and API method call [22, 31] . Sridhara et al. generate automatic comments both for an entire Java method [29] and a group of code statements [30] . They exploit semantics and linguistic clues in method signatures and identifier names, and syntactic code blocks (e.g., conditional block, loop block) respectively, and generate equivalent natural language descriptions as the comments. Thus, their techniques are subject to the quality of identifier and method names, and they can generate comments only for a limited set of code structures (e.g., one method body [29] , groups of method calls [30] ). McBurney and McMillan [18] improve their technique [29] by combining method context (i.e., dependent methods) with method body. Wong et al. [32] generate comments for a code segment of interest by mining developer's description on the similar posted code in Q & A site answers. Since they rely entirely on developer's description, quality of the generated comments is subject to the code documentation experience of the developer. Moreover, no auto-generated comments [18, 29, 30] provide any insight into the quality, issues or scopes for further improvement of the code. On the other hand, our heuristic-based technique mines various insights from Stack Overflow discussions led by a large technical crowd, refines them using NLP tools, and then recommends as code comments for a given code segment.
There exist other studies related to our work that mine API method descriptions [9, 22, 23, 31] and code elements (e.g., method call) [26] from developer communication documents such as bug reports and mailing lists, forums and programming Q & A sites. Roehm et al. [27] conduct an observational study, and report that there exists a gap between program comprehension research and actual comprehension in practice. While these studies focus on mining API documentations or comprehension patterns, we mine insightful comments from Stack Overflow for a given code segment that discuss issues, concerns or scopes for improvement in the code. From technical point of view, our approach complements the existing comment generation and API description mining techniques since they simply focus on explaining the code and the API elements respectively.
VIII. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
To summarize, we propose a mining technique that mines insightful comments from Stack Overflow for a given code segment, where the comments reveal identified issues, deficiencies and scopes for further improvement in the code. We first conduct an exploratory study where we analyze Stack Overflow follow-up discussions, and report that the comments contain useful information for static analysis targeting software maintenance. We then propose a mining technique for automatic comment recommendation. Our approach mines the comments by analyzing five aspects of comments-popularity, relevance, comment rank, word count and sentiment expressed in the text. Experiments with 292 Stack Overflow code segments and 5,039 discussion comments show that our approach can extract the insightful comments with a promising recall of 85.42% and a MRR of 0.44 on average. A user study with professional developers and 85 code segments also show that about 80% of the recommended comments are found accurate, precise, concise and useful by the participants. In future, we plan to integrate our technique in the IDE.
